Edible Vaccine-A Future Of Facile Immunization.
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Abstract: Vaccines and its introduction into the world helped in the improvement of public healthcare standards. However, the limitations posed by the injectable vaccines led to the development of more easily accessible and orally viable edible vaccines. Edible vaccines could be produced by biolistic methods, Agrobacterium mediated gene transfer and genetically engineered plant virus. These contain certain elements of antigen which are absorbed by intestinal lining and its response triggers the immune system which counteracts the antigen. The best part of these edible vaccines is that they are cheap, easily administrable, storable and are bio-friendly. Clinical trials have been successfully performed on various applications of edible vaccines such as Norovirus, Influenza and Hepatitis. Edible vaccine is a novel, yet rapidly developing technology and holds the potential to be the new face of modern pharmaceuticals.
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I. INTRODUCTION
During the 1990s World Summit for Children, it was noted that most important factor that helped the diseases still prevail in the world was the missing of vaccination courses due to the pain encountered by the use of needles during vaccination. Thus, a low cost and oral mode of vaccination became the need of the hour. The solution to this problem was first suggested by Charles Arntzen and his colleagues of the Arizona State University, USA in mid 1990s when they developed a vaccine against Hepatitis B[1]. Arntzen and his colleagues studied about the various aspects like immunogenicity of the protein produced, amount of availability of the protein and the production as well as the distribution of the vaccine in the form of the protein. All the factors were studied by keeping a single plant in mind that they found to be both highly available and easy to engineer genetically. The plant was Tobacco having around 70 species found worldwide. The research gave impetus to a very new method of biopharmaceutical production using edible crops. The vaccines so produced were to be consumed orally and thus named as Edible Vaccines[2].

II. HISTORY OF VACCINES
A vaccine is a biological formulation which leads to immunity against a particular disease. The vaccines may be in the form of inactive pathogens or a protein or genetic material of the pathogen. The first vaccine was developed by Edward Jenner against the Small Pox in 1790s. Louis Pasteur then developed a second generation vaccine against Anthrax and Cholera paving the path for deeper research in vaccines and public health. The gradual elimination of polio under the Global Polio Eradication Initiative was seen as a big breakthrough under the public health sector. Furthermore, WHO was in search for newer methods to make all possible vaccines reach the mass population of the world.

III. CONCEPT OF EDIBLE VACCINE
Edible vaccines are nothing but proteins that are produced inside the edible fruits or vegetables; sometimes in nuts too. The main aim of these vaccines is to generate immunological response inside the body to gain
immunity to any further attack by the respective pathogen. The edible vaccines are produced by incorporating the genetic material (DNA majorly) of the pathogen to produce surface protein that help in the development of the acquired immunity. There exist a number of genetic engineering methods to incorporate the DNA into plant. They include direct gene transfer or the use of vectors when seen broadly. Many plants are today engineered to reach the mass in large numbers. The plants most widely used are Banana, Tomato, Tobacco, Potato, etc.[14].

IV. PRODUCTION OF PLANT BASED VACCINES

Plant-based antibody creation primarily includes the combination of transgene into the plant cells. The objective succession of the chose antigen is coordinated with the vector before being moved into the articulation framework. The transgene would then be able to be communicated in the plants either through a steady change framework or through transient change framework, contingent upon the area where the transgene has been embedded in the cells. Stable change framework can be accomplished through atomic or plastid reconciliation. It is called steady or perpetual because of the lasting changes happening in beneficiary cells' hereditary qualities as the objective transgene is incorporated into the genome of host plant cells [3].

4.1. Direct Gene Delivery technique

Biolistic technique is a vector-free strategy and it is otherwise called quality firearm or microprojectile barrage technique. This is an elective strategy for quality exchange for atomic change if Agrobacterium-interceded change isn't doable. It includes the utilization of gold or tungsten as microcarrier to coat the DNA [4]. The covered DNA will then be put over macrocarrier, embedded into quality weapon, and subjected to high weight of helium gas. Due to the high weight, the covered DNA will go at a fast pace inside a vacuum and infiltrate into the cells of focused plant. The upsides of this strategy are that it shapes a steady coordination of the transgene into the plant genome and it can be connected to move outside DNA into an assortment of sorts of plant have species and additionally different cell composes. There is no vector prerequisite for this technique and it will help in co-change. In any case, it requires an expensive molecule weapon gadget, work escalated, and it can make serious harm to the plant tissues [3].

4.2. Indirect Gene Delivery technique

Not withstanding utilizing direct quality conveyance technique, circuitous quality conveyance strategies indicate higher viability in antibodies creation as roundabout quality conveyance includes the usage of plant microscopic organisms, especially the Agrobacterium species and plant infections, which normally contaminate the plant cells and can coordinate the quality of gene into plant genome [5].

4.2.1 Agrobacterium mediated gene transfer

*Agrobacterium tumefaciens* and *Agrobacterium rhizogenes* are basic gram-negative soil borne microscopic organisms causing enlistment of 'crown gall' and 'hairy root' maladies. These microscopic organisms normally embed their qualities into the genome of higher plants. The examinations on crown irritate development uncovered that the harmful strains of microorganisms present a piece of their hereditary material into the contaminated cells where it gets coordinated arbitrarily with the hereditary material of the host cell. The bacterial qualities can reproduce alongside the plant genome and utilizes the apparatus of plants to express their qualities as far as the amalgamation of an exceptional class of mixes, called opines, which the bacterium utilizes as supplements for its development however are futile to the host cells. In the process, Agrobacterium causes plant tumors (annoy development) regularly observed close to the intersection of the root and the stem and is called 'crown bother disease'. A. tumefaciens attracted to the injury site by means of chemotaxis, because of chemicals (sugars and phenolic particles) discharged from the harmed plant cells. The malady burdens an extraordinary scope of dicotyledonous plants, which constitute one of the real
gatherings of growing plants. Tumorous plant cells were found to contain DNA of bacterial root coordinated in their genome. Besides, the transferred DNA (named T-DNA) was initially part of a little piece of DNA situated outside the chromosome of the bacterium. This DNA piece was called Ti (tumor-prompting) plasmid[6].
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Figure 1- Strategies for the production of candidate vaccine antigens in plant tissues[5]

4.2.2 Genetically Engineered Plant Virus-

In this method, a suitable plant virus is modified in order to create chimeric gene for viral coat protein. Thus, it acts as a vector to deliver genetic materials into the plant cells. This method results in transient expression of antigen in plants. The recombinant virus will express the desired protein or peptide as a by-product of viral replication activity during viral infection in the plants. In addition, the synthesis and accumulation of vaccine epitopes can be achieved by modifying the viral capsid proteins [10]. Several advantages of plant virus mediated infection include a high level of recombinant protein expression within a short period of time after infection, easiness to generate multiple antigen copies on the viral particle’s surface, and allowing large-scale viral infections in plants. However, products from the viral replication have to be purified first from the infected plants before being used for vaccination. This production method will also cause the death of the plants after infection. Thus, once the vaccine has been harvested, another plant needs to be infected with the recombinant virus and this reinfection procedure has to be done repeatedly for continuous vaccine production[8].

V. MECHANISM

Since every human pathogen attack at mucosal surfaces by means of urogenital, respiratory and gastrointestinal tracts as their driving way of section into the body. Hence, preeminent and prime line of the barrier system is mucosal invulnerability. The most proficient way of mucosal vaccination is oral course since oral immunizations can create mucosal insusceptibility, counter acting agent interceded resistant reaction and cell intervened invulnerable reaction. As preference orally directed antigen containing plant antibody don't get hydrolys ed by gastric proteins because of extreme external mass of the plant cell.
Transgenic plants containing antigens act by the procedure of bio embodiment i.e., external unbending cell divider and are at long last hydrolysed and discharged in the digestion tracts\textsuperscript{[15]}. Edible antibodies contain DNA parts from the first pathogen. These sections code for a protein that is generally a surface protein of the pathogen. This is in charge of evoking the body's invulnerable reaction, the discharged antigen particles are taken up by M cells in the intestinal coating that are put on Payer's patches and gut-related lymphoid tissue (GALT). These are additionally passed on to macrophages and neighborhood lymphocyte populaces, delivering serum IgG, IgE reactions, nearby IgA reaction and memory cells, that quickly balance the assault by the genuine irresistible agent \textsuperscript{[15]}.

![Figure 2- Action of Edible Vaccine \textsuperscript{[9]}](image)

**VI. FACTORS AFFECTING EFFICACY OF EDIBLE VACCINE** \textsuperscript{[9]}

- Antigen Selection (safe, suitable, stable)
- Efficacy in model systems
- Choice of plant species
- Delivery and dosing issues
- Safety issues
- Public perceptions and attitudes to genetic modification
- Quality control and licensing

**VII. METHODS TO INCREASE EFFICACY OF EDIBLE VACCINE**

7.1. DNA uptake by Chemical Simulation-
An outstanding compound stimulant which has been utilized by analysts to quicken DNA take-up by plant protoplasts is polyethylene glycol (PEG). PEG works by accelerating ionic macromolecules (for this situation the DNA), advancing the take-up of the DNA to the protoplasts by endocytosis and permitting the transient
articulation of wanted qualities. The proficiency of PEG-interceded quality change to upgrade DNA take-up by protoplasts is relying upon a few factors, for example, the convergence of PEG, the vaccination time frame, and the measure of plasmids. The benefits of this strategy are as per the following: (a) it can be joined with other quality conveyance strategies to upgrade their productivity, (b) it won't harm protoplast, and (c) this technique is knowledgeable as there is no necessity for costly specialized hardware and very little adjustment is required for various protoplasts. Be that as it may, it can be extremely hard to lead as it expects aptitude to complete the methods and the effective change is profoundly relying upon the genotype of the protoplasts. Besides, PEG can likewise be poisonous to the protoplasts and result in a low survival rate and stopped cell division. Because of the unpredictability of this technique, PEG change has not been generally utilized as a part of plant-based antibody production [7].

7.2. Sonication-

Sonication is a method that uses sound waves to disturb particles in arrangement and, intending to blend arrangement, increasing the rate of disintegration and will expel broken down gases from fluid. In plant-change, sonication will cause the development of small scale wounds on plant tissue and upgrade the conveyance of exposed DNA into the plant protoplast. In numerous examinations, the sonication assisted Agrobacterium-intervened change (SAAT) would be utilized to initiate mechanical interruption and development of wounds on plant cells by ultrasonic waves [8]. The injured cells will then permit the infiltration of Agrobacterium into the more profound piece of plant tissues, in this way improving the probability of plant cells being tainted. Being a simple strategy, of minimal effort, and critical to enhance Agrobacterium-intervened quality exchange are the advantages of SAAT technique [11].

VIII. ADVANTAGES

1. The best part of edible vaccines is they are cheap, easily administrable, storable and are bio-friendly.
2. There mode of action is efficient for immunization since there is no subsidiary element to stimulate immune response and the response is on the mucosal level [17].
3. These vaccines offer greater storage opportunities as the seeds of transgenic plants contain lesser moisture content and can be easily dried. In addition plants with oils or their aqueous extracts posses more storage opportunities.
4. Requirement of sophisticated equipment’s and machines is not required as they can be grown on rich soils and thus the method becomes economical compared to cell culture grown in fermenters.
5. Greater opportunity is offered to second generation vaccines by integrating numerous antigens that approach M cells [18].
6. Due to their heat stability, the cost for refrigeration is reduced.

IX. DISADVANTAGES

1. The advantages are more but there are certain points which brings obstacle when it comes to the dosage of these vaccines which becomes a difficult task since the dosage requirement changes from person to person.
2. The immunization occurs on mucosal level so there is always a fear of the antigen being killed due to high acidic conditions present in the stomach.
3. Allergy for fruit or vegetable can be developed.
4. Functionality is also affected due to difference in the glycosylation patterns of plants and humans [19].

X. CHALLENGES

Scientific challenges
1. The most challenging part is dosage of these vaccines, sufficient doses of antigen can be achieved with plant based vaccines but for this determination following points to be considered are person’s weight, age, fruit/plant size, ripeness and protein content [20].

2. Quantity is also an important factor when it comes to infants since these variations causes less dosage thereby failure in producing sufficient antibodies and similarly higher dosage leads to tolerance [21].

3. Selection of the antigen, plant expression host and manufacturing of vaccines according to the GMP procedures are the main challenges [22].

Non –Scientific Challenges

1. Small technology companies undertake most of the researches since edible vaccines are targeted to markets of developing nations. Large companies are interested in live stock market as compared to human application so there are lack of investors and problem of funding arises.

XI. LIMITATIONS

1. Immuno-tolerance can be developed to vaccine peptide.
2. Lack in consistency of dosage from fruit to fruit, plant to plant and generation-to-generation.
3. Stability of vaccine in fruit is not known.
4. Selection of best plant is a task.
5. Denaturation of protein. Example-Potato consumption in raw form is difficult but there is risk of antigen being denatured due to cooking [23].

XII. CLINICAL TRIALS AND EXAMPLES

In 1990, *Streptococcus mutans* surface protein A was communicated in transgenic tobacco and given to mice. This transgenic plant material effectively actuates a antibody reaction through a showing that serum from vaccinated mice could respond with in place S. mutans. Plants were then created which communicated E. coli enterotoxin B subunit (LT-B) and which showed effective acceptance of both mucosal and sera counter acting agent responses. Multiple animal and human antigenicity and test trials have demonstrated the viability of such plant-made antibodies.

12.1. Plant-Made Vaccines to Treat Diarrheal Diseases

Enterotoxigenic E. coli (ETEC) and *Norwalk Virus* or *Norovirus* (NV) are diarrheal sicknesses common in Third World nations with E. coli, causing three million new born child deaths a year. Managing plant immunization to nursing or gravid ladies may secure the tyke through maternal antibodies exchanged transplacentally. *Norwalk Virus*, then again, is made out of a solitary capsid protein that can self assemble into infection like particles (VLPs), which act further to invigorate the insusceptible reaction. The initial clinical trial to look at whether comparative insusceptible reactions could be created in people utilizing these two antigens included the nourishing of transgenic potato or corn communicating either LT-B or NV to grown-up volunteers. Fourteen individuals ingested either 50 or 100 g of crude transgenic potato communicating the antibody protein or non-transformed potato utilized as a control; these were randomized in a twofold visually impaired manner. Second or third dosages were managed on days seven and twenty one. Antibody discharging cells were distinguished seven days after ingestion of transgenic potato communicating LT-B. Volunteers who ingested potato or corn-based LT-B antibodies grew high increments in LT-B-particular IgG; a considerable lot of these created four-crease ascends in IgA against LT. LT balance tests were likewise performed utilizing Y-1 adrenal cells. Out of eleven volunteers, eight created balance titres which were more noteworthy than one. For people who ingested a few dosages of transgenic potatoes communicating the NV as antigen, 95% created critical ascends in IgA titre. In view of these preparatory examinations, both humoral and foundational
insusceptible reactions can have all the earmarks of being effectively actuated through antigen conveyed in expended plant material.[12]

12.2. Plant-Made Vaccines to Treat Influenza Virus

Influenza is in charge of 300,000-500,000 deaths and three to five million hospitalizations yearly. Each influenza season, new strains of flu emerge because of point mutations happening inside surface glycoproteins hemmaglutinin (HA) and neuraminidase (NA). These progressions empower any new rising infection strains to avoid the host's resistant framework. As of now, immunizations against flu infection are delivered in chicken eggs, a costly procedure with a long generation time. All the more as of late, tobacco plants, which express the full-length HA from the Awyoming/03/03 strain of flu infection, were produced. This plant-determined HA has been reported to be antigenic by ELISA and SRID.[12]

12.3. Plant-Made Vaccines to Treat Hepatitis B

Hepatitis B, causing chronic liver disorder is known to attack more than 300 million individuals around the world. Hepatitis B Virus surface antigen (HBsAg), the central antigen utilized for vaccine generation, is a potential transgenic plant item. Like NV capsid protein, it has been shown to shape in place immunogenic virus like particles. The adequacy of HBsAg delivered in transgenic plants and conveyed orally has been contrasted with the oral conveyance of the yeast-determined rHBsAg, which is at present being utilized as an injectable vaccine in mice. Peeled potato tubers were nourished to mice at measurements of 42 µg HBsAg per feeding once seven days for three weeks. Seven days after the initial two measurements were managed, anti HBsAg antibodies were seen in mice fed transgenic tubers however not in mice fed yeast-determined HBsAg. Their levels crested a month after the third measurements and came back to pattern levels in the eleventh weeks after the fact. Control mice bolstered non-transgenic potato did not display a lifted hostile to HBsAg counter acting agent reaction. The primary response displayed by mice fed HBsAg got from plants may come about because of the defensive encapsulation of the antigen inside the potato cell. Processing of plant tissue inside the gut would build the likeliness of antigen discharge close to the Peyer's patches and result in a more robust resistant reaction. That in place VLPs included HBsAg were envisioned in these potatoes and proposed a more immunogenic introduction than the yeast-determined immunization. Mice prepared at first with potato-determined HbsAg, at that point supported with yeast-inferred rHBsAg, were likewise inspected in an isolate concentrate to check if memory B cells had moreover been set up. These mice displayed a solid optional reaction going on for more than five months[12].

XIII. SAFETY

Plant-determined immunizations are sans affirmed from pathogen contaminants. Moreover plant DNA isn't known to communicate with the animal DNA and plant viral recombinants don't attack mammalian cells. Facilitated wellbeing of plant-derived immunizations is acquired through similar controls built up for customary antibodies.

One of the concern is that GM-dust may outcross with closely related plants (related harvests or weeds) and influence biodiversity. Keeping in mind the end goal to address this caution, a few methodologies have been created. These are essentially in light of the misuse of various types of male sterility (suicide qualities, fruitlessness obstructions, apomixis). Another method for taking care of the issue is designing vaccines into the cpDNA, which isn't transmitted to the sexual descendants through the pollen grains. A additional highlight would be the acknowledgment of GM-plants that create antibodies by the expansion of qualities encoding hued plant colors.

Recognizing that plants that deliver immunizations are therapeutic plants and ought to be developed, handled and controlled as pharmaceutical items. It is believed that pharmaceutical yields will have the capacity to be
developed on generally little augmentations of land, ideally contained inside green-houses utilizing controlled natural conditions. In the greater part of prior papers, level of antigen amassing in the plant organ was in the request of 0.1–0.4% of aggregate dissolvable protein, while the later advancements on cpDNA coordination guarantees to expand this incentive to at least 30%. At the last, prerequisites for mechanical plant-determined immunization generation will be in the request of a couple of thousand square meters. This will empower antibody creating plants to be separate from field developed product plants and offer included wellbeing when built plant infections are utilized for transient antigen articulation. A further purpose of open worry in GM-plants is the nearness of anti-microbial protection qualities (utilized as specific marker in most transgenic plants). Methodologies have now been created to produce GM-plants (with both atomic or cpDNA integration) that don't convey these qualities[13].

XIV. CURRENT SCENARIO

Table 1- Current scenario of Edible Vaccines [16].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plant Product</th>
<th>Plant Host</th>
<th>Expression System</th>
<th>Indication</th>
<th>Administration Route</th>
<th>Product Stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E. coli LT-B</td>
<td>Potato, Maize</td>
<td>Transgenic</td>
<td>Diarrhoea</td>
<td>Oral Phase 1</td>
<td>Phase 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norwalk virus</td>
<td>CP Potato</td>
<td>Transgenic</td>
<td>Diarrhoea</td>
<td>Oral</td>
<td>Phase 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HBsAg</td>
<td>Lettuce, Potato</td>
<td>Transgenic</td>
<td>Hepatitis B</td>
<td>Oral</td>
<td>Phase 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1N1 Influenza</td>
<td>Tobacco</td>
<td>Transient</td>
<td>H1N1 “swine” influenza</td>
<td>Intramuscular</td>
<td>Phase 1 ongoing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabies virus</td>
<td>Spinach</td>
<td>Transient (viral vector)</td>
<td>Rabies</td>
<td>Oral</td>
<td>Phase 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newcastle disease virus</td>
<td>Tobacco cell Suspension</td>
<td>Transgenic</td>
<td>Newcastle disease</td>
<td>Subcutaneous</td>
<td>USDA approved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personalized anti idiotype ScFVs</td>
<td>Tobacco</td>
<td>Transient viral vectors</td>
<td>Non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma</td>
<td>Subcutaneous</td>
<td>Phase 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personalized antiidiotype DcFVs</td>
<td>Tobacco</td>
<td>Transient</td>
<td>Non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma</td>
<td>Subcutaneous</td>
<td>Phase 1 (ongoing)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
H5N1 influenza
HA
VLP

Tobacco Transient
(Agrobacterial binary vector)
H5N1 “avian” influenza Intramuscular Phase 1 (ongoing)
Phase 2 (Health Canada approved)

H5N1 Influenza
HA/1

Tobacco Transient H5N1 Intramuscular Phase 1 ongoing

XV. FUTURE SCOPE
The eventual fate of plant-based eatable immunization innovation is extremely encouraging as this gives financially savvy, more secure antibody and wipes out capacity prerequisites and in addition prepares a medicinal individual for their conveyance. The palatable antibody can be created in mass, with ease and with less handling time. This immunization can be created even at the site of usage in a sheltered way. It is outstanding that the customary immunization assumed a vital part in improving wellbeing for total populace yet their mass generation is costly and tedious, hence, the palatable antibody innovation is an elective way to deal with settling these issues. By using this innovation, more viable, better and more secure inoculation, and also infection aversion can be given to the group particularly to the dangerous sickness influencing greater masses of the number of inhabitants in all around like dengue, jungle fever, coronary illness, intestinal ailment and in addition respiratory ailments and scatters. Also, later on, multi-part antibody as an adjuvant can be created by intersection two age of plants harboring various kinds of qualities communicating clinically critical antigens . The eventual fate of eatable antibody likewise relies upon the standard set by WHO particularly on the cost viability, immaculateness, and security with more effectiveness. The acknowledgment and developing of transgenic crops at a bigger scale in creating nations is likewise a worry, and if this is acknowledged by the general public then the palatable immunization generation and inoculation against numerous ailments will be conceivable internationally. Right now, microalgae are being utilized as essential and profitable wellspring of dynamic atoms like carotenoids, chlorophyll, chemicals, unsaturated fats, phycobiliproteins and carotenoids. Microalgae can be used later on for the recombinant protein articulation, sanitization, pharmaceuticals, resistant controllers, development variables, hormones, and numerous different items, as anticancer operator Taxol and they can be utilized as a consumable antibody. They have numerous elective focal points concerning vast scale creation, quick change, fast development,stable articulation levels with appropriate collapsing ,aggregation of different antigens as antibodies and successful conveyance through the oral course. They can be used as a tablet for simple organization and immunogenic reaction[11].

XVI. CONCLUSION
The concept and use of edible vaccines though under primitive use, holds great potential for the complete elimination of varied diseases. It serves as a potent and easy method for delivery of the therapeutic proteins to various strata of the society. Consumable plant-determined immunization may prompt an eventual fate of more secure what's more, more powerful vaccination. They would overcome a portion of the difficulties related with customary immunizations, like creation, appropriation and conveyance, and they can be joined into the inoculation designs. They have passed the real obstacles in the way of a rising immunization innovation. Before turning into a reality, the specialized hindrances, in spite of the fact that all appear to be surmountable, should be overcome. In any case, with restricted access to basic medicinal services in a great part of the world
and with the scientific group as yet battling with complex sicknesses like HIV, intestinal sickness, and so on., a practical, safe what's more, efficacious conveyance framework as palatable antibodies will turn into a fundamental segment in our malady avoidance.
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